GUIDE TO A BETTER TRAVEL INSURANCE PROGRAM

1. Know the Market
2. Know the plan types
3. Know who can assist you

How to make the decision
1. Know the Market:
There were more than 148 million U.S. travelers covered by some form of travelers
insurance, totaling more than $1.9 billion in sale in 2012. This represents a sales
increase of over 14% since 2010. Whereas travel suppliers provide and promote vacations, having a good time and motivating people to travel, the media has heightened
awareness of the risk and the pitfalls when traveling.
According to the UStiA, a non-profit association, travel suppliers continue to account for
more than half (55%) of all travel insurance premium sales. However, Americans are
buying their travel insurance from a wider array of sources, and these other outlets are
steadily making inroads into this profitable business.
With our guidance, clients have incorporated “white label” travel insurance plans that
better protect their passengers and provide important benefits while safeguarding them
against the unforeseen and financial losses. At the same time, McGovern Associates
helps to negotiate on behalf of its clients significant advantages that can include better
insurance rates, coverage enhancements, and bottom line: increased revenue.

2. Know the Plan Types:
Along with helping clients compare different types of coverage from reliable and stable
insurance providers and plan administrators, we also help to make sense of the best
plan types to consider. Using the right plan that meets the needs of your company, we
can help maximize your potential profits by incorporating the right travel insurance
plans in your offerings.
Eighty three percent (83%) of travel suppliers who re-evaluated their plans increased
their profits by up to 23% and significantly improved client service standards.

Plan Type

Description / Tips

Fully Insured

Insurance company assumes all financial risk for
claims. Travel supplier incurs no legal liability.
Tip: You must have insurance company issue you
an “Indemnification Agreement”.

Self-Insurance

Some financial risk shifts to travel supplier. Trip
cancellation benefit is the same as a Fully
Insured Plan.
Tip: If your cancellation penalties are low, this
plan should maximize your bottom line income.

“Any Reason”
Cancellation /
Post Departure
Insurance

Financial risk fro trip cancellations shifts to travel
supplier. Broadest coverage available in marketplace, i.e. absolutely no reason traveler is denied
a cancellation refund.

Captive
Insurance

Travel supplier forms a “shell” insurance company for tax advantages and other financial
benefits. Travel supplier assumes all of the same
responsibilities as the insurance company have
under a Fully-Insured Plan.

Tip: This plan achieves highest take-up rate,

Tip: Re-insurance “caps” the travel supplier's
financial liability revenues, with no legal issues.

3. Know who can assist you:
McGovern Associates monitors all travel insurance plans for best practices to meet
your specific needs. Have a question or a concern about your travel insurance protection for your clients? Contact McGovern Associates for a no obligation assessment of
your current plan. If we can help you, we’ll tell you how. If we can’t, you’ll know that too.

